Résumé. 2014 Nous étudions des couches minces de cristaux colloïdaux formés de billes de polystyrène de 
or atoms adsorbed on graphite [2] . In the latter case, an important problem is the interaction with the periodic substrate. Using colloidal crystals for low-dimensional research has many advantages : -the mono-or multi-layers of colloidal particles are made very simply by confinement between two solid boundaries; -at colloidal scales, the surfaces of the boundaries are perfectly smooth and rigid; -the observation of the microscopic structure of thin layers is easy with an optical microscope.
In 3 dimensions, the spherical colloidal particles form regular stackings, bcc or fcc, under certain conditions of density and ionic purity [3] . In a previous experiment [4] , such crystals, made of rather small (0.1 03BCm in diameter) polystyrene balls, were confined between a glass plate and a glass sphere. A system of concentric dislocation loops was observed in this geometry which corresponded to a series of transitions consisting in changes in the number n of crystalline layers (... n -1 -+ n -+ n + 1... We took a few millimeters of the purified suspension which was left floating over the resins which had fallen down to the bottom of the tube and poured them into the experimental cell. At equilibrium in the cell, we measured the distance between adjacent particles obtaining results of the order 2 pm ; thus the distance between the surfaces of neighbouring particles was about 1 J.1m which is near the value of the Debye screening length in pure water. The particle interactions may be changed by controlling the ionic strength of the solution (e.g. by adding salt) : however the number of ionized sites may vary at the same time as the screening length.
3. Experimental set-up. -3 .1 THE EXPERIMENTAL CELL. - The cell used to confine colloidal crystals corresponds to the diagram of figure 2. At the end of the fixed tube T is glued a microscope slide L which is one of the two surfaces of the wedge. Together they form a container which can receive the suspension. The other surface of the wedge is rectangular (2 mm x 3 mm), made by cutting the optically polished base of a glass cylinder C. This cylinder is rigidly locked to a plate P which is adjusted by means of three MicroContr6le screws V (at 120° from each other). In figure 2 , the dihedron of figure 1 is situated between the slide L and the base of the cylinder C. The screws V enable us to control the distance between the two surfaces : the gap thickness may vary from less than 1 J.1m to several microns.
It is possible to form the wedge first and then to pour in the suspension : but it is then difficult for the balls to enter into the wedge because of the very small thickness available. Hence, in our experiment, we first poured in the suspension, allowed the particles to form a tridimensional crystal and then we formed the wedge. Everything must be kept very clean, for the slightest impurity can significantly change the screened electrostatic interaction. (Fig. 3) Fig. 4c ). The multi-colored strips correspond to layers with a triangular structure (3 6. in Fig. 4c ).
Remark : One may notice that there are two ways to stack two triangular layers, usually written AB and AC, related to each other by a 600 rotation. For n triangular layers (n &#x3E; 2), 2n-2 different stackings are possible. For instance for n = 3, the two different stackings are ABC, the beginning of a fcc compact structure, and ABA, the beginning of a hcp compact structure. In [7] , we explain that the colors in the strips are due to interference between rays which cross the balls and those which do not ; the phase shift is due to the difference in the refractive index of polystyrene and water which is 1.59 -1.33 = 0.26. The phase shifts may be different for different stackings and give different colors. For instance in the ABA structure, the light has to cross two spheres vertically whereas it does not in the ABC structure. Therefore the bicolored triangular-structured strip is a stacking of three layers, so this strip is called 3 A. When the layers have a square structure of for the case of one and two triangular-structured layers, only one stacking is possible and only one color is observed in these strips.
When the thickness increases from 0, the series of background is interesting for the dynamical study of multilayers and of colloidal crystals [8] .
OBSERVATION OF THE WALLS BETWEEN
THE STRIPS. - The walls corresponding to the n A --* (n + 1) F-1 transition, where both the number of layers and the structure in each layer change, are sharp (except for n = 1). We may slightly change the gap thickness with the help of the V screws and so move the walls; an important hysteresis phenomenon for these walls is observed. The n D H n A walls, where only the structure in each layer changes, are broader and for n large enough (&#x3E; 5 in the samples) made up of « scores » (Fig. 4d ) parallel to symmetry axes of both structures (square and triangular). Moving these walls is easier with less hysteresis. (Fig. 4) fluctuations, especially vertical motions. Another example is the n 0 H n 0 (n &#x3E; 5 ) transition characterized by a zone with « scores » (Fig. 4d ) .
When 
